June 1, 2016

To Whom It May Concern,
This letter is written on behalf of the 14,000 global members of the Integrative Health Forum (IHF), an
alliance of licensed healthcare professionals and concerned citizens whose goal is to empower others to
assume responsibility for their health and that of their respective communities.
Having worked in the new independent States of the Former Soviet Union for over 15 years, specifically
in the areas affected by the Chernobyl Accident of 1986, I am well aware of the long-term effects that
toxicity plays in the health of our people, and especially vulnerable populations such as the young, the
elderly, and the challenged. While this was clearly the world’s worst nuclear disaster, the scope of the
accident, Soviet secrecy about it, and the lack of general awareness have created questions that remain
unanswered. When one visits an orphanage in Minsk, Belarus with over 800 children under the age of
14 with lymphomas and leukemias, all of whom have been affected by the ‘accident’, one wonders
about the life and health outcomes and how to avoid exposure in future generations.
I have an acute awareness of the need for education related to energy fields, Smart Meters, the body’s
responses to stressors in our environment, and what we can do to thrive and survive in today’s society.
As an educator and scientist, I created the Energy Medicine lecture series, a continuing medical
education program that recognizes the emergence of a new and exciting branch of academic medicine.
In doing so, we support the educational needs of health professionals and others to know more and to
apply the knowledge base within their own practices.
Our program has been approved by the American Academy of Family Practice (9.25 CME), the American
Holistic Nurses Association (9 contact hours) and through CE Brokers for the State of Florida for all
health disciplines. We are also approved for 11 PDAs by the National Certification Commission on
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM), the Kentucky Board of Dentistry and by the National
Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork. We are proud of our content, our affiliation
with recognized providers/approvers of continuing education for professionals, and our faculty,
including:
o
o

Dr. Peter Goldberg, a board-certified Doctor of Acupuncture and practitioner of Energy
Medicine specializing in stress and pain management.
Dr. Ronald Lynch, a graduate of the University of Maryland school of Medicine who completed
post-graduate training at Florida Hospital Center; he is board certified in anti-aging medicine
and in natural medicine alternatives.
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o

o
o

Curtis Bennett, a world-renowned engineer, scientist and environmentalist who has dedicated
his life to studying the invisible by using thermography to see images beyond our spectrum. He
is an expert on the dangers of Smart Meters.
Ted Aloisio, a nutritional microscopist and author of Blood Never Lies.
Sharon Weinstein, a certified physical and environmental wellness specialist, award-winning
author of B is for Balance (1st place in Consumer Health, 2015), and Certified Speaking
Professional (CSP).

We have set the standard and raised the bar for exemplary education related to this important field; we
plan to expand our offerings through 2016-2017 to cities throughout North America in an effort to
increase awareness, to examine electromagnetic energies and more subtle energies – from the dynamic
infrastructure of the physical body.
As practitioners, we invite you to disseminate this letter and its message with those who share a passion
for the field of Energy Medicine, whose concerns relevant to the environment and its impact on health
and human happiness is as profound as ours, and to help us to educate others so that they too, may
respond from a place of awareness.
Sincerely,

Sharon M. Weinstein, MS, RN, CRNI-R, FACW, FAAN, CSP
sharon@ihfglobal.com
www.ihfglobal.com
+1.202.798.0092
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